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pop single and as the year ended Bill-
board reported the Christmas sea-
sonal sales. ’Santa Claus Is Coming 
To Town’ peaked at # 23 on the chart. 
The new single though was ready by 
early January…………. 

26th January 
1963 

Late January and the latest 
hot single by The Four Sea-

sons crashes into the 
charts at # 40...over 20 
places higher than their 
previous two number 1’s 
had entered the charts. 

Battling against formidable 
opposition from The Cas-
cades, Ray Charles and 
Bobby Vinton, were the 
Seasons heading for the 

top spot? 

Market Analysis  
29th December 1962 

Four Seasons Awaited Single 
Will Be Hot  
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26th January 1962 
Bob Crewe was pushing his other artist too this week as these 

‘Seasons’ connected releases show 

February 9th 1962 
‘Walk Like A Man’ remains the charts Star Per-
former  rising to # 6 this week (after its leap to 

#15 the week before) and surely 
the guys were heading for the 
top whilst the ’Sherry and 11 
Others’ LP was at # 17 in the al-
bum charts having being on the 
chart for 16 weeks  
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16th February 1963 

With the huge success of the group on the Billboard Charts 

the Seasons were enjoying the demand for their live per-
formance and this weeks ‘Big Shot’ article on the news 

pages makes one wonder if the group knew how to go forward. Clearly a teen hit sensation the guys 
where still happiest appealing to their adult audiences...well as the Four Lovers they had frequented the 
Newark and New Jersey clubs where a ‘Tin Pan Alley’ type show was expected. Their push towards this 
audience although a surprise was clearly closer to their comfort zone particularly given their less than 
impressive live TV appearances that we have already mentioned. Most historic views of their time at 
Vee-Jay comment on the somewhat ‘throwaway’ aspects of their ‘Live On Stage’ album VJ1154 in 1965. 
This album covers the songs mentioned in this article as ‘in rehearsal’ for the Copa. Could these re-
cordings have been laid down in spring of 1963 in anticipation of a ‘Live At The Copa’ album which 
never materialized? As ACE’s sleeve notes say in the 1995 re-issue of the album CDCHD596…”The 
most startling element of the album was the lack of traditional 4 Seasons harmonic counterpoint; 
Frankie’s falsetto is noticeably absent, and the album could masquerade, in part, as a Four 
Freshman outing. The repertoire is primarily vintage Tin Pan Alley—’Blues in The Night’, ‘Just In 
Time’, ‘Jada’ etc..or remakes of earlier pre-Four Seasons efforts.” George Juba recalls ”.Doing the 
Copa in NY was the "big time" it was THE nightclub in NY.   To play the Copa meant you made it 
in showbusiness. They tried to walk the fine line between the adult audience and the teen one 
but financially the teen market eventually won and the rest as they say is history”. It would take 
further original hits however to convince them of their solid appeal to a teen and college audience with 
their more modern material. But at this point in time everyone was holding their breath to see if the No 1 
spot was to be theirs next week. They must have been nervous. 
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23rd February 1963 
And for the next week they were made to 

sweat as ‘Hey Paula’ held the No 1 spot for a 
3rd week and Dion’s ‘Ruby Baby’ leapt above 
them into the # 2 spot…..and with strong new 
star performers just below the question must 
have been….have they peaked? 
 

So maybe major airplay was 
solicited and certainly publicity 
was pushed as the next weeks 
Billboard edition showed ...all 
to good effect as ‘Walk Like A 
Man’ hit No1 on 

2nd March 1963 
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The push worked! Three No 1’s 

in such a short six month spell 
was exceptional then and it is 
now and ‘Walk Like A Man’ 
would hold the position for 3 
weeks before being knocked 
down to # 5 on 23rd March ironi-
cally by Ruby and The Roman-
tics ‘Our Day Will Come’ which 
would give Frankie Valli a solo hit 
in 1975 when he reached # 11 
with the same song done in a 
disco style. 
 
It would be July 1964 before the 
Four Seasons reached the No1 
spot again with ‘Rag Doll’ but for 
now their place in pop history 
was established and the amazing 
climax to the first half of their 
stage show ‘Jersey Boys’ could 
be written. It now captures the 
excitement and delivery of these 
songs far better perhaps than the 
original group. As Bob Gaudio 
says ….”maybe they are better 
singers than we were?”..and 
maybe Bob the technology today 
is better. 

A classic 
Crewe-

Gaudio song 
released this 
week with 
the wrong 

title! 


